Fernco Flexible Coupling Installation

IN GROUND APPLICATION - For sewer, drain, waste and vent piping.

Loosen the stainless steel clamps. Do not remove clamps from coupling.

Slide coupling over one pipe end. Insert second pipe. Center pipe ends inside of coupling.

Tighten clamps to 60 inch-lbs. of torque.

Pressure test* before backfilling or concealing joint. Bed and backfill properly.

Fernco flexible couplings can be used to couple pipe at a break or lateral insertion.

Cut and remove pipe section. Loosen clamps. Slide coupling assembly over one pipe exposing the pipe end.

Insert new pipe or fitting then slide flexible coupling over new and old pipe ends.

Tighten clamps to 60 inch-lbs. of torque. Pressure test* before backfilling or concealing joint. Bed and backfill properly.

*Maximum test pressure 4.3 PSI (29.6 KPA)